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Course  Sports Academic year 2015/2016 

Subject Sports IV - Handball ECTS 2 

Type of course Compulsory 

Year 2nd  Semester 2st  Student Workload: 

Professor(s) Teresa Fonseca Total 54h Contact 22.5h 

Area Coordinator  Teresa Fonseca 

 

1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

This course is intended that students are able to: a) identify, select, implement and 

contextualize the actions of individual and collective nature in respect of individual 

tactical behaviors and offensive / defensive collective, aimed at implementing the 

Handball game (depending on the level of athletes in mature stage); b) Identify and 

describe the techniques of pedagogical intervention, their interdependencies and the 

practical consequences; c) identify and describe the keeper training; d) Identify and 

select the game systems depending on the level of athletes in mature stage. 

2. PROGRAMME 

1- Characterization of the Game 

a. Characterization of Step Mature (handball 7: reduced game in normal field; formal 

game; handling the ball; kick; pass; reception; through ball; feints; change of 

trajectory; individual defense; defense in two lines; the goalkeeper training; 

integrated training); 

2- Game rules and specific regulations 

a. Game rules (deepening and update); 

b. Regulations levels of training; 

3 - Game teaching means (handball pedagogy: pedagogical feedback, education and 

management; characterization of exercises: general, specific and specific competitive; 

game: reduced game in official field and formal game - handball game 7); 

4 - Components of the game 

a. Offensive individual actions (handling the ball; shot in support, suspension, jump and 

opposition; pass: shoulder pass, wrist and shoulder, high reception, medium, low 

and a hand, progression of dribbling, protection and associated with passes); 

b. Defensive individual actions of goalkeeper training: basic position and defensive 

techniques); 
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c. Individual tactic (ball, dribbles and trajectory changes against individual defensive 

systems); 

5- Methods and game systems 

a. Offensive collective actions (lock, screenshot, building movements and transition 

attack / defense); 

b. Defensive collective action (block, slips / defensive trade, transition defense / attack 

and joint work between the defense and the goalkeeper); 

c. Game systems (defensive systems 5: 1, 4: 2, 3: 3 and HxH; attackers systems 

against various defensive systems; defend and attack in superiority and 

outnumbered). 

 

3. COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES 

a) Identify, select, implement and contextualize the actions of individual and collective 

nature in respect of individual behaviours and tactical offensive and defensive 

collective, aimed at implementing the Handball game (depending on the level of 

athletes in mature stage), refers to the content: 

(i) Game characterization; 

(ii) Rules of the Game and Specific Regulations; 

(iii) Game Components 

b) Identify and describe the techniques of pedagogical intervention, their 

interdependencies and practical consequences, refers to the content: 

(iv) the game teaching means; 

c) Identify and describe the keeper training, refers to the content: 

(v) Set components (individual defensive Actions: Goalkeeper Training); 

c) Identify and select the game systems depending on the level of athletes in the mature 

stage, refers to the content: 

(vi) Methods and game systems. 

 

4. MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY  

Araújo, D. (2005). O contexto da decisão: a acção táctica no desporto. Lisboa: Visão 

e Contextos.  

Bompa, T. (2009). Entrenamiento de equipos desportivos. Barcelona: Editorial 

Paidotribo. 
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Bota, I. e Colibaba-Evulet, D. (2001). Jogos Desportivos Colectivos. Lisboa: Instituto 

Piaget. 

Federação de Andebol de Portugal. (2010). Livro de Regras. Lisboa: Ed. FAP. 

Federação de Andebol de Portugal. (s/d). Livro de Regras para o Mini Andebol. 

Lisboa: Ed. FAP. 

Garcia, J. (1991). Balonmano, Fundamentos y Etapas de Aprendizage. Madrid: 

Editorial Gymnos.  

Lopes, A. (2007). Se não fosse para ganhar… a importância da dimensão tática no 

ensino dos jogos desportivos coletivos. Porto: Campo das Letras Editores. 
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Ribeiro, M. (2002). Andebol de 5...é a valer!. Lisboa: Federação de Andebol de 
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Rueda Fernandez, A. (2010) El monitor de balonmano en las nuevas escuelas 
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Santesmases, J. (2010). Inteligencia tactica deportiva. Barcelona: Editorial INDE. 

Tobio, G, e Sanchez, R. (2010). Balonmano. Contraataque - Guia practica de 

ejercicios para el juego de transicion. Editorial: Autor-Editor. 

 

5. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES (INCLUDING EVALUATION) 

Teaching methodologies of this curricular unit are supported on knowledge 

transmission in theoretical but especially theoretical-practical (TP) sessions, and 

laboratory practices (PL) student-centred. In TP classes concepts are defined, its 
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development and its importance to sports performance as well as the conditions and 

situations of use, with expository character sessions, participation in seminars or 

actions of technical and tactical training, and research and discussion scientific 

articles relevant to the UC. In PL classes students learn the behavior modification 

techniques, experiencing them through sessions with direct instruction and discussion 

of situations / issues-problem, by performing interaction tasks highlighting the 

acquisition of practical skills. 

In the classes are adopted methodologies and provided guidance on the methods 

that students should follow in their autonomous learning, namely: 

Theoretical-practical exercises learning   Expository lessons    Workgroups  

Individual work    

Classes are held in specific spaces, in particular: Sports Pavilion   Classroom  

 

Continuum evaluation methods will be considered on this curricular unit, including the 

following components: (a) practice - (1) Practical tasks performed during the semester 

(real and simulated practice game situations), (2) a practical test (mandatory 

minimum of 10 points); (b) theoretical (3) a question-problem. These continuous 

assessment components will be weighted with relative weights of 35%, 45% and 20% 

respectively.  

If the note mandatory minimum is not reached, there will be an exam that only will 

focus on theoretical component whose weighting of note will be the 20% initially 

provided for the classroom issue and the practice evaluation, for the final calculation 

of the result in the modality in question. 

6. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND OBJECTIVES 

a) Interpret and describe handball game refers to the following teaching methodologies 

refers to the following teaching methodologies: 

(1) Lectures, bibliographic research, discussion of scientific papers relevant to UC 

and participation in scientific seminars technical-scientific or actions of technical-

tactical training; 
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b) Identify, execute and contextualize individual technical skills within individual tactical 

behaviours in order to apply them in handball small-sided games refers to the 

following teaching methodologies: 

(2) Practical sessions with direct instruction and discussion or solving of 

situations/issues-problem. 

Comments:  

- The classes will be taught in Portuguese language.  

- Use of material required for the context of the practice of the sport. 

- For the evaluation of students with Worker Statute-student not only will be 

considered the evaluation regulation of ESECD as it is also considered to Law No. 

116/97 and Article No. 22 of Law No. 62/2007 of 10 September - Legal Regime 

Institutions of higher education. 

 

7. ATTENDANCE 

The student is required to the presence of at least 2/3 of the number of contact hours 

(theoretical and practical and laboratory practice). 

 

8. CONTACTS AND OFFICE HOURS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. OTHERS 

 
- Classes will be taught in Portuguese. 

- For the evaluation of students with Worker Statute-student not only will be considered 

the evaluation regulation of ESECD as it is also considered to Law No. 116/97 and 

Article No. 22 of Law No. 62/2007 of 10 September - Legal Regime Institutions of 

higher education. 

Teresa Fonseca, Ph.D. 

Thursday Friday 

11h00-13h00 11h00-13h30 

E-mail: tfonseca@ipg.pt Gabinete nº. 1.9 

mailto:tfonseca@ipg.pt
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- It is forbidden to use any platform mobile telecommunications in all lessons and 

assessments, except in exceptional cases with prior approval of the teacher; - In the 

continuous assessment component (recension and group work) will not be assessed 

work submitted after the deadline and / or have been plagiarized. 

 

 Date: 22rd february 2016 

Signatures: 

 

Professor Name Area Coordinator 
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